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Abstract— Thermal and atmospheric noise distort envelope
measurements in a Loran receiver, and may cause the receiver
to select the wrong cycle during signal acquisition. A cycle error
would persist during signal tracking and result in a ranging
error of 3,000 km. The probability of a wrong cycle selection is
dependent on the signal-to-noise ratio and on the algorithm used
in signal acquisition. In this paper, we develop a mathematical
model to predict the probability of wrong cycle selection in
a Loran receiver, which uses a ratio test as a cycle selection
algorithm, when subjected to Gaussian noise.
Previous methods of calculating the probability of wrong cycle
selection have been based on empirical data from an Austron
5000 Loran receiver. These data are used to produce a Gaussian
approximation of envelope-to-cycle delay (ECD) and to derive
the probability of wrong cycle selection from excursions of ECD
in excess of 5 s. Through simulation, we show this empirical
method provides a conservative over-bound of the probability of
wrong cycle selection versus SNR. However, the novel methods
developed in the paper show a theoretical bound which is 1 to 4
dB lower.

I. OVERVIEW
A Loran receiver derives tower range estimate from the
time-of-arrival measurement of an incoming Loran pulse. The
receiver bases the arrival measurement on the third positive
zero-crossing, or standard zero-crossing (SZC), which occurs
30 s from the start of the Loran signal. While most methods
for determining the SZC are proprietary, Peterson published an
algorithm which uses the ratio of two envelope measurements
to select the SZC [1].
Atmosphere and thermal noise internal to a receiver can
corrupt both envelope measurements and the ratio of these
measurements. The receiver's cycle selection algorithm uses
the envelope ratio to nd the SZC, therefore, distortions of
the ratio can cause the receiver to select the wrong cycle
at acquisition. For each cycle off from the true SZC, the
range error will increase by 3,000 km. Without additional
information, such as receiver integrity monitoring, selection of
the wrong cycle at acquisition will carry over through signal
tracking.
In this paper, we will examine the effect of Gaussian noise
on Loran envelope measurements within a receiver and on
the ratio of these measurements. Furthermore, we will use the
statistics of the ratio calculation to determine the probability of
wrong cycle selection, and to develop a mathematical model
to predict the probability of wrong zero-crossing, P[Wrong
Cycle], or wrong cycle selection, which is more accurate than
previous empirical models.

II. D EVELOPMENT
A. Receiver Front End
We begin our noise analysis by examining the effect of
Gaussian noise on an incoming Loran signal through a typical
receiver front end. Fig. 1 shows an example of a Loran front
end that has been modeled in Matlab. The rst red pulse in the
gure is a received Loran pulse exciting the receiver's antenna.
Next, the incoming pulse is ltered, sampled, and mixed down
to the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components which then
forms the complex envelope.
The receiver averages the complex envelope data to reduce
the impact of noise on the signal. The act of averaging
improves the signal power to noise power ratio or signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). We will de ne the total SNR as the SNR
of the averaged signal.
With the averaged signal, the receiver can estimate the
pulse's time-of-arrival. As mentioned in the previous section,
the SZC is used as a common reference for the arrival time of
the pulse. However, since only the envelope data is available
in the receiver and not the raw carrier, the zero crossing is
found by a ratio test.
The receiver performs the test by taking the ratio of two
sample points 15 s apart along the envelope. We de ne this
measurement as Ratio( ),
Ratio( )

Envelope(

15 s)=Envelope( )

where Envelope( ) is the Loran envelope amplitude of the
s point.
With the mathematical description of the Loran signal given
by [2], the receiver can form Ratio( ) along all points of the
waveform.
Fig. 2 depicts the envelope in blue and the underlying carrier
in red. Ratio( ), shown in green, is seen to be monotonically
increasing over the rst 50 s of the pulse. From the model of
an ideal Loran pulse, we can calculate Ratio(30), the envelope
ratio at the SZC, to be approximately 0.4.
When trying to nd the SZC on a real Loran pulse, the
receiver takes the ratio of all envelope values. The sample
which forms the envelope ratio that is closest to 0.4 determines
the SZC. From the phase of the sample, the receiver can re ne
its estimate of the SZC. In Fig. 2, the red dot at 30 s denotes
the true SZC, while black x's corresponding zero-crossing that
are either early or late and would be considered wrong cycles
if selected by the receiver as the SZC..

Fig. 1: Diagram of the front end of a Loran receiver.
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Fig. 2: Loran envelope and ratio test.

Fig. 3: Autocorrelation of I samples.

This process of determining the SZC from the envelope
phase measurements is hampered by noise. Noise can distort
the envelope measurement and therefore distort the ratio result.
If the ratio is used to determine the zero crossing of the
underlying carrier and the noise on the ratio measurement
leads the receiver to choose an early or late zero crossing
from the SZC, then the range estimate will incur a 3,000 m
error.
With an understanding of the algorithm involved in cycle
selection, we will now examine the statistics of the I & Q
channel noise and the envelope noise. By examining the
statistics involved we will develop equations governing the
probability of the wrong cycle being chosen for the SZC.

almost completely uncorrelated after 60 s.
Our Loran receiver design produces I & Q samples at 50
kHz, therefore, the period between samples is 20 s. From
the plot, we see that the correlation is small at this time.
Hence, to simplify the analysis, we will ignore the correlation,
and approximate the noise as independent and identically
distributed (IID).
To demonstrate the Gaussian nature of the errors and the
validity of the approximation of the noise being IID, Fig. 4 (a)
and (b) show the cumulative distribution function (cdf) and 1
minus the cdf of the I channel data errors when sampled at 50
kHz. From the plots, we see the Gaussian approximation ts
the data well. The Q channel results were similar. Therefore,
we will model both the I & Q errors of our 50 kHz data as
IID Gaussian noise.

B. I & Q Statistics
The statistics of the I & Q measurements were determined
through simulating a known carrier passing through our Loran
front end. Since the mixing process requires multiplications
and the use of linear lters, we expect the process to be linear,
and to preserve the Gaussian nature of the noise. However,
the low-pass ltering leads to correlation between samples,
depending on the data rate. Fig. 3 shows the autocorrelation
of the I channel when sampled at 800 kHz. The samples are

C. Envelope Statistics
While the I & Q channels are Gaussian in nature, the
envelope measurement will not be Gaussian due to the nonlinear nature of the magnitude operation. The magnitude of
the envelope is made by forming the root-sum-square (RSS) of
the I & Q measurements, therefore, the statistics of envelope
measurements is dependent on the statistics of both channels,
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Fig. 5: I-Q plane view of noise added to an envelope voltage.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Gaussian CDF and simulated data for
I channel data.

not just the I & Q errors.
Without loss of generality, we can model the incoming
signal phasor as lying completely in the I direction with
Gaussian noise superimposed on it. We will model the I
channel as a Gaussian or normal random variable, N ( ; ),
where
represents the magnitude of the incoming signal,
and is the variance of the Gaussian noise. The Q channel
may be modeled purely as noise so its statistics are N (0; ).
Fig. 5 depicts the vector sum of the true envelope and a
given realization of the noise. The shading is the projection of
the joint probability distribution function (pdf) underlying the
noise.
A Rice distribution results from the root-sum-squaring of
two non-zero mean Gaussian variates. Since the envelope
measurement is composed of the I & Q measurements, the
pdf of the envelope follows a Rice distribution, in general.
The pdf of a Rice distribution, fZ (zj ; ), is given by [3],
fZ (zj ; ) =

z
2

exp

z2 +
2 2

2

I0

z
2

where I0 (x) is the modi ed Bessel function of the

(1)
rst

where the SSP is the amplitude of the pulse at 25 s. If we
take to be the rms of the SSP, then from Eq. 1 and 2, we
see that the envelope distribution is dependent on the SNR.
Fig. 6 (a) through (c) highlight this dependency, through
a series of plots of the joint pdf of the I & Q channels for
varying cases of SNR. In this series of gures, the joint pdf
is shown in orange over a range of values. In Fig. 6 (a), there
is no Loran signal present, therefore, the peak of the joint
distribution falls at the origin since only the noise accounts
for the envelope measurement.
We are interested in determining the envelope pdf, therefore,
we would need to integrate the joint pdf over a disk, outlined
by a blue circle, and then normalized by the disk's area. Doing
so with this joint pdf, we would nd the envelope follows a
Rayleigh distribution, which is de ned as the RSS of two zeromean Gaussian variates.
As we increase the SNR, we return back to a Rice distribution as shown in Fig. 6 (b), where the SNR is 0 dB. Now,
the peak has shifted in the I direction, since, without loss of
generality, all of the signal may be taken to be in this direction.
Here, the Q component also contributes to the magnitude of
the envelope, and so the distribution is best described by a
Rice distribution where only one of the Gaussian variates is
zero-mean.
As we further increase the SNR, as shown in Fig. 6 (c), we
nd that the Q component contributes little to the magnitude
of the envelope. Instead, Q errors contribute to envelope phase
errors. Since only the I component affects the magnitude, then
the envelope loses dependence on the Q errors and takes on the
identical statistics as the I error, and hence, becomes Gaussian.

Thus, we see the envelope error distribution degenerates
from Rician to Rayleigh when the SNR is in nitesimally small
and degenerates from Rician to Gaussian when the SNR is
greater than 20 dB.
D. Ratio

(a) Joint probability distribution of two Gaussian variables with
zero-mean and equal variance. Indicative of noise-only case (SNR
= 1 dB).

By using the statistics of the errors on the envelope measurements, we may now proceed to develop the distributions
governing the ratio of two envelope measurements. We will
then show how these distributions may be used to calculate
the probability of wrong cycle selection for the signal's SNR.
Noise will cause Ratio(30) to vary around its ideal value of
0.4. To determine the distribution of the ratio point, from [4],
we can calculate the probability density function of the ratio,
q, of two variables, z1 and z2 , by
z2
q=
z1
Z 1
fQ (q) =
z1 fZ1 (z1 ) fZ2 (qz1 ) dz1
(3)
x=0

If we take the ratio of two, zero-mean, nite variance
Gaussian variables, we form a Cauchy distribution [4]. Since
Loran will always be present, to ensure complete generality
and exactness, and to cover a variety of SNRs, we will take the
ratio of two Rician variates since they account for nite-mean
Gaussian variables.
Using two envelope values that follow Rice distributions,
we can combine Eqs. 1 and 3 to form the pdf of the envelope
ratio, fR (q), as
Z q
2
+ 2
q
fR (q) =
exp
I0
2
2
2
2
2
1
(b) Joint probability distribution of one zero-mean and one nitemean Gaussian variable with equal variance. Indicative of low SNR
case (SNR = 0 dB).

=

Z

q
1

I0

(c) Joint probability distribution of one zero-mean and one nitemean Gaussian variables with equal variance. Indicative of high
SNR case (SNR = 20 dB).

Fig. 6: Joint probability distribution functions for I & Q
channel.
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We may now numerically integrate Eq. 4 to form the cdf,
thereby determining the probability of achieving a particular
ratio value. In practice, we found for SNR > 25 dB, the
Gaussian approximation allowed us to get around numerical
integration issues, and thus Gaussian distributions were used
for higher SNRs.
As an alternate to the analytical calculation, we may attempt
to approximate the noise of the ratio as Gaussian. Fig. 7 (a)
and (b) show that for high SNR, this Gaussian approximation
of the ratio compares well with only a slight offset to the
theoretical calculation. However, we nd that the approximation performs poorly at low SNR as seen in 8 (a) and (b).
For low SNR values, the error lies mainly in the ability for
the Gaussian variate to achieve negative values, whereas the
envelope measurements are strictly positive. The black dots
in the graphs depict sample data numerically generated to
con rm the results.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the Theoretical Calculation, Gaussian
Approximation and simulated data for Ratio(30) for SNR = 2.

Fig. 8: Comparison of the Theoretical Calculation, Gaussian
Approximation and simulated data for ratio values for high
SNR.

With the ideal value and the distribution of Ratio(30), we
wish to calculate how far from this ideal would Ratio(30) need
to drift before the receiver mistakes it as belonging to the
previous or the next Loran cycle. An offset in the time estimate
of 5 s would result in a wrong cycle selection, therefore,
we can set bounds on Ratio(30) to lie between Ratio(25) and
Ratio(35) in order to obtain the correct cycle. Therefore, a
wrong cycle selection will occur if
Ratio(30)
Ratio(30)

Ratio(25) or
Ratio(35)

By using the cdf of Ratio(30) for a given SNR, we can
obtain the probability of wrong cycle selection, or P[Wrong
Cycle], by summing the probabilities of Ratio(30) meeting the
above conditions.
As shown in [5], an alternate method of determining
P[Wrong Cycle] uses the empirically derived statistics of the
envelope-to-cycle delay (ECD). Based on historical data, the
variance of ECD for an Austron 5000 Loran receiver was

found to be
ECDOld

p
= 42= N SN R

s

(5)

With recent developments in receiver design, Peterson believes
this variance may be reduced to be
p
s
(6)
ECDN ew = 28= N SN R
In a similar manner to the bounding of the Ratio(30) value,
should the ECD vary by more than 5 s, then a cycle slip
will occur. Integrating a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with
a variance given by Eq. 5 or 6, allows us to determine P[Wrong
Cycle] using the “Austron” empirical approximation.
III. R ESULTS
Given we have three methods to determine P[Wrong Cycle],
we wish to determine the accuracy of their predictions. To do
so, we use a software Loran receiver based on [1] and compare the theoretical and empirical performance predictions.
Simulated Loran signals of varying amplitudes corrupted by a
Gaussian white sequence were fed into the software receiver.

Fig. 9: Probability of wrong cycle selection given the total
tower SNR under Gaussian noise.

The receiver, as modeled in Fig. 1, mixed and averaged the
signal's complex envelope over a ve second interval. By
using the ratio method described in Section II-A, the receiver
determined the pulses's SZC and estimated its time-of-arrival.
Since we simulated the Loran signals, we know the true
TOA. If the receiver's estimated TOA differed from the true
TOA by more than 10 s, the receiver had selected the wrong
cycle. By running the acquisition software over long periods
of time we could develop the distributions of P[Wrong Cycle]
for various SNR.
Fig. 9 compares P[Wrong Cycle] obtained by the three
methods: the rst, is the theoretical derivation developed in
this paper, and the next two use the Austron approximation
given by a ECD variances according to Eqs. 5 and 6.
To account for the effects of averaging, the x-axis is given
in total SNR which is the SNR multiplied by the number
of pulses averaged over the interval. Shown in blue are the
results obtained by using a Loran receiver with simulated
Loran signals where white Gaussian sequence has been added.
We nd that the theoretical predictions match the actual
performance of the receiver quite well. We also nd that
the 28 s Austron estimate over bounds P[Wrong Cycle]
by approximately 1 dB, while the older 42 s estimate is
conservative by about 4 dB.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
While the previous estimate of the probability of wrong
cycle selection within a receiver using the empirically derived
data from the Austron receiver, given by Eq. 6, adequately over
bounds a receiver's performance, we may tighten the bound
by a dB by using the more precise equations developed in this
paper. Though the SNR gain is modest, we have progressed
the model from one empirically based on the manufacturing
of the receiver, to one which is mathematically based on the

ratio algorithm used for cycle selection. Transcending from
an empirical model to a mathematical one, we improve our
con dence in the use of empirical bounds in previous analyses,
and we can introduce a limit on Loran performance which was
unknown with the empirical data alone.
Furthermore, while this paper analyzes the effect of
Gaussian noise on a receiver, it paves the methodology for the
determination of Loran performance in the presence of nonGaussian atmospheric noise. Using Eq. 3, if we can nd the
distributions of the atmospheric noise that may be suf ciently
described to allow for numerical integration, then we can
reformulate P[Wrong Cycle] for various non-Gaussian noise
conditions.
Another avenue to pursue for future work is re ning the
wrong cycle selection condition. Rather than measuring when
the expected envelope ratio for the SZC falls out of range,
it may be more accurate to examine the probabilities of the
ratios at the wrong zero-crossings of being closer to the ideal
ratio value of 0.4 than the measurement at the SZC. In light
of the good correlation of the probability of wrong cycle
selection between the initial method and the simulated results,
the increase in complexity in this alternate method may not
be warranted.
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